LIFX 13W Dimmable Gimble
Downlight in RGB + White

$99.95

SPECIFICATIONS
SKU

121414

Product Type

Lighting

Brand

LifX

Lumens

800

Colour Temperature

2500K Warm White to
9000K Daylight

Average Rated Life

22.8 years

Warranty

2 years from date of
purchase

Width / Diameter (mm)

102

Height (mm)

106

Cutout

90

Dimmable

Yes, see description tab
for compatible devices

Globe Included

No

Globe Type

LED

Globe Quantity

0

Wattage (Max)

13W

Lighting Technology

LED Lights

Colour

White
DESCRIPTION

LIFX 102mm 13W gimble downlight with built-in Wi-Fi
and LIFX Cloud. This offers full lighting control through
LIFX iOS, Android and Windows 10 apps.

*Price and Product details are correct only at the time of printing.

LIFX Mini RGB & White downlight is the perfect WI-FI
enabled LED light with millions of colours and whites - no
hub required. LIFX Mini RGB & White downlight works
with leading voice and Smart home platforms. The easy
set up of LIFX means that it screws in like any traditional
light bulb. Simply download the app, connect to Wi-Fi
and you're ready to go. This globe comes with built in
Wi-Fi & LIFX Cloud which offers full lighting control via
Wi-Fi with LIFX iOS, Android and Windows 10 apps. You
can control lights individually or as groups, set timers for
one touch automation. LIFX Mini works with Amazon
Alexa, Apple HomeKit, the Google Assistant, Nest,
Samsung SmartThings, IFTTT, Flic, Scout and more.
The LIFX downlight replaces your original downlight, pop
in, plug it in, and secure with tabs. Insulation can only be
abutted to the side of this downlight. The downlight is
fully dimmable so you can experience subtle adjustments
in brightness to enhance the comfort of any room,
change the brightness for time of day or the space it is
used in. Choose from 16 million colours and full range of
warm to cool whites with flexibility to select your
brightness as well. LIFX is not intended for use in wet or
damp areas.
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